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Abstract: Purchasing groups are multi-entity organisations that operate in practically every sector.
Their greatest role is to improve the financial situation of small and medium enterprises (SMEs).
In the case of enterprises operating in the sectors that are just developing, especially those belonging
to SMEs, it is particularly difficult to obtain favourable financial results. In Poland, such sectors
include, among others, renewable energy, which is slowly developing, but has not yet reached the size
set in climate policy. The purpose of the paper is to present how functioning under group purchasing
organisations (GPOs) affects the profitability of companies related to the renewable energy sector.
For the example of the largest industry purchasing groups, the analysis showed that high profitability
results were achieved by enterprises operating in them compared to entities operating independently
in the market. In total, 71 enterprises operating in the sector related to the renewable energy sector in
Poland were analysed. The enterprises were divided into units operating in the purchasing groups of
46 enterprises, and those that operate independently in the market of 25 enterprises. The research
period covered the years 2016–2019. The analysis showed that the scale effect allowed companies
to increase profits and had a positive effect on their financial liquidity. The research proved that in
the case of commercial enterprises operating in the sector related to renewable energy, functioning
within the industry purchasing group allowed high profitability and financial liquidity. There is a
dependency that the liquidity increases with a growth in profitability.

Keywords: renewable energy; Polish energy; purchasing group; profitability

1. Introduction

Renewable energy sources (RES) are very popular, both on the global scale and in the European
Union [1–5]. Renewable energy sources are developing dynamically in the countries of virtually all
Europe. This is especially visible in the countries of Western and Southern Europe [6–9].

In Poland, the situation related to renewable energy is very complicated as coal poses a problem.
This has been a symbol of the Polish energy sector.

The share of renewable sources in final energy consumption increased in Poland, but it is still low
compared to other European Union countries.

Recently, as a result of protests by mining sector workers, it has been decided that the mines will not
be closed until 2049. These are the arrangements of September 2020. Polish mines have been strongly
supported by all Polish governments for many years. The vast majority of them are unprofitable,
yet a wide stream of public funds is flowing to support mines. Today, the money transferred for Polish
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mines is not intended to increase the effectiveness of the operation of individual plants. Their task is to
provide funds for salaries of mine workers who will continue extracting expensive coal, which has
recently been purchased only by state-owned energy companies. In order to reduce the level of coal
deposited by mines, the Polish government purchases this raw material itself through reserve agencies
to improve the situation of the mining industry. Powerful state-owned energy companies such as PGE
have to buy more expensive coal from Polish mines instead of importing it from abroad.

This results from protests by mining trade unions. Unfortunately, these policies will have a
negative impact on the financial results of these companies, which should develop and rely as much as
possible on renewable energy. Unfortunately, Polish mining and the activities of the Polish government
are to some extent “a brake” for the development of renewable energy. In order to improve, they are
heavily subsidized although in most cases they are unprofitable. On the other hand, miners are a social
group strongly supported by the Polish government. What miners are unable to negotiate through talks
and consultations with the government, they negotiate by protests and strikes, where they are often
forced to present their physical strength in clashes with the police. An example of extraordinary support
for the Polish mining industry is seen in the current situation where, as a result of the mine’s closure due
to a pandemic, mine employees receive salary payments of 100%. All other industries in Poland receive
a payment of 80%. It is unclear why such discrepancies are introduced by the Polish government, but it
is another proof of financing enterprises producing an unprofitable product. Certainly, these activities
will not have a positive impact on their financial results. Until now, other state-owned companies
related to the energy sector have often supported the mining sector financially, and it had a negative
impact on their valuation in the market. A perfect example of such activities are the financial results of
Polish energy companies and their current valuation. Statistical data from recent years show that the
import of cheap coal to Poland is constantly growing. Figure 1 shows the detailed results.
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Figure 1. Hard coal import to Poland in the years 2012–2018 (in millions onnes). Source: Authors study
based on Eurostat databases (Red: Import for Russia; Blue: Import from other destinations).

Figure 1 Import of hard coal to Poland in 2012–2018. Figure 1 shows how dynamically the level of
coal import is growing. However, the goal of energy policy should be a gradual departure from this
raw material. Figure 2 shows the targets for renewable energy and the results achieved by individual
EU countries.
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Figure 2. Share of energy from renewable sources, 2018. Source: Authors’ study based on
Eurostat databases.

Unfortunately, Poland is in the group of countries that did not achieve the intended goal, and it
certainly will not.

2. Literature Review

The Impact of Purchasing Groups

A priority for Poland is to increase the share of renewable energy in the total structure. Government
support is important in the perspective of development of renewable energy. Micro and small RES
installations benefit from preferences—e.g., an easier connection to the grid, no need to obtain a license,
exemption from commercial balancing costs. This aid is a great support for small business entities,
but so far it has not brought such effects that would allow an implementation of previous assumptions
concerning the share of renewable energy in the total structure. Figure 3 below shows the share of
renewable energy in gross final energy consumption in Poland.
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The share of renewable energy in final energy consumption is growing, which should be assessed
positively. Renewable energy in Poland is becoming “fashionable”. However, when one compares this
increase with the dynamics of coal consumption, it can be concluded that renewable energy is still at a
low level. Statistical data clearly shows that solid biofuels, wind energy and liquid biofuels have the
largest share in the structure of renewable energy. In 2018, the respective market share was 69.6%,
12.40%, and 10.3%.

The direction based on the climate policy of the European Union clearly indicates that the sector
related to renewable energy will develop dynamically, even in Poland. However, the units that will
sell systems and all accessories related to renewable energy are needed. They are very often small
and medium-sized enterprises which cannot base their trade 100% on equipment related to renewable
energy. They have to compete with large chains of stores operating in the construction industry.
In order to improve their situation in the market, these companies try to operate within purchasing
groups. Their joint action is to provide enterprises with the means to survive in the market and,
above all, to make a profit.

To be able to compete, retailers and their companies need to develop custom quotes to meet
individual customer’s needs, e.g., Cova & Salle, (2008); Liinamaa et al., (2016); Panagopoulos,
Rapp, & Ogilvie, (2017); Tuli, Kohli and Bharadwaj, 2007 [10–12]. Working in groups gives such
opportunities since it offers customers favourable prices and loans.

One recent study found that 60% of industrial buyers thoroughly researched a potential supplier,
its products, and their competitors before contacting the seller [13–16]. Functioning in purchasing
groups allows very effective use of benchmarking. By means of benchmarking and systematic
exchange of information about recipients, especially those included in the group of unreliable ones,
allows companies operating in purchasing groups to minimize the risk of concluding transactions with
recipients who do not regulate them. The cooperation of companies within the purchasing group,
and the development of benchmarking in various areas of the company operation, is undoubtedly an
asset for entities operating in groups.

By analysing the literature and an evaluation of corporate financial management strategies, one can
find a number of information and research which show that it is difficult for enterprises to achieve
high financial liquidity and profits [17–21].

When analysing the research in the area related to the functioning of purchasing groups, one can
find information that purchasing groups are organisations that may be able to maintain high financial
liquidity and profits [22–24]. According to many authors, management of financial liquidity and
profitability is closely related [25–34]. In general, managers have to decide whether to opt for a
high-yield policy, or a policy that maintains high liquidity. When analysing the research on the
area related to the functioning of purchasing groups, one can find information that purchasing
groups are organisations that may be able to maintain high financial liquidity and profits [35–37].
The literature lacks studies on group purchasing organisations in combination with profitability and
liquidity management strategies. In general, the authors state that they affect the costs and prices
of purchased goods, materials or finished products. There are also no studies on SMEs operating in
such groups. In recent years, more and more studies have appeared where the authors try to assess
the impact of purchasing groups on financial results and financial security. It should be remembered
that, when analysing the functioning of units in terms of financial liquidity management, it is always
worth looking at the profitability results and the assessment of the relationship between profitability
and financial liquidity. In the paper the authors try to assess the influence of purchasing groups on
profitability and assess whether there is a statistically significant relationship between profitability
and liquidity.

Purchasing groups are multi-entity organisations whose primary goal is to make joint purchases.
Today they are created in virtually every industry [38–45].

Their greatest benefit is the economies of scale and purchasing power, which in the case of
commercial enterprises, reduce costs [37,39,45–52].
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These discounts are widespread, and are often the impetus for consumers to form buying groups,
or group purchasing organisations [36].

Several papers have suggested that GPOs are a way for buyers to a mass bargaining power [53,54].
Dana (2003) shows that when buyers form groups that commit to buy exclusively from one

supplier, they obtain a lower price equal to their supplier’s marginal cost [55–61].
It also improves financial liquidity and the efficiency of asset management. The research conducted

so far has shown that quality management systems also have a positive effect on the financial results
of GPOs [17,62]. Most often, SMEs operate in purchasing groups as functioning within the group,
in addition to improving financial results. This allows them to obtain high financial liquidity,
which in turn enables companies to build a strong competitive position in the market. Moreover,
within purchasing groups enterprises establishing cooperation, mutual transactions that may improve
the financial situation of enterprises appear. Thanks to such transactions, an enterprise or the central
unit of the purchasing group can extend the trade credit or quickly repay the amount due to the
company that is in financial trouble, or simply borrow funds.

Figure 4 shows a model of operation of an industry purchasing group operating in the sector
related to the renewable energy industry.
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Figure 4. Model of operation of an industry purchasing group operating in the sector related to the
renewable energy.

Industry purchasing groups consist of the central unit with the central warehouse and companies
making up the group. The central warehouse plays an important role in such groups, while the
central warehouse increases the possibilities of deliveries within the purchasing group. This allows
an increase in the purchasing power of such a purchasing group, which improves the level of sales
and profitability. The central unit can purchase goods from its own resources, which are delivered to
the central warehouse, and sold to enterprises with a small margin if needed. Such activities allow
the central unit to earn funds, which reduces the need for additional funds from participants in the
purchasing group.

So far, the research on purchasing groups has provided general information that acting
together allows a company to obtain high profitability and liquidity compared to entities operating
independently [35].

The purpose of the paper is to present in detail how the functioning of GPOs affects the profitability
of enterprises.
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3. Data and Methods

The analysis covers 71 companies, 46 of which operated in the purchasing group, and 25 were
independent entities. The main goal of the analysis is to compare selected financial ratios between the
two groups. The table presents the values of descriptive statistics (mean, median, standard deviation,
as well as minimum and maximum) for selected financial indicators related to the profitability of
enterprises in two groups.

The significance of differences between the two groups of enterprises in the ROS distribution was
assessed using the Mann-Whitney test. Test was used to assess the significance of differences in the
level of selected financial indicators in groups. The authors choice of the non-parametric test was
dictated by the lack of normality of the distribution of financial indicators in the groups.

One of the goals of the statistical analysis was to examine the relationships between the selected
financial ratios. For this purpose, the correlation analysis and the linear regression model were used.
The form of the regression model (selection of the dependent variable and independent variables)
resulted from the research problems posed in the paper.

The purpose of the paper is to show:

• why operating within purchasing groups allows companies to obtain high profits,
• whether there is a relationship between financial liquidity and profitability,
• how the operation of the industry purchasing group model in the renewable energy sector allows

cost optimization.

The paper attempts to verify the following Hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1. It is assumed that in the case of companies operating within purchasing groups in the renewable
energy sector, the level of financial liquidity increases with the growth in profitability.

As for the selection of companies for the analysis, it was limited by the availability of data.
The largest industry purchasing groups in Poland were tested. In the case of entities operating in the
renewable energy sources industry, 46 out of 71 companies were analysed. In the case of independent
units, 82 enterprises were selected. Financial data was obtained from 25 units.

When analysing the data, it was assumed that companies that did not disclose their data did not
differ significantly in terms of financial results from the companies from which the data was obtained.
In fact, this assumption underlies all partial statistical surveys in which there was a “refusal to respond”
in some cases.

4. Results

The first stage of the analysis was to compare the sales profitability results for both groups of
enterprises. Table 1 below presents profitability ratios for the enterprises analysed.

Table 1. Profitability ratios for the enterprises analysed (2016–2019).

Financial
Indicators

Group

pGPO (N = 46) Independent Enterprises (N = 25)

Mean Me Std.
Dev. Min Max Mean Me Std.

Dev. Min Max

ROS (return on
sales) [%] 4.52 4.21 2.92 1.08 14.05 2.01 1.16 0.91 0.99 8.20 0.0000 ***

p value was calculated using Mann-Whitney test, *** denotes statistical significance of difference between groups
(respectively at level p < 0.05; p < 0.01 and p < 0.001); Source: author’s calculations and studies.

The differences between the two groups are clearly visible. Higher profitability ratios are achieved
by units operating within purchasing groups. The next stage of the research was to evaluate the
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influence of purchasing groups on the profitability of enterprises. For this purpose, the greatest benefits
obtained by enterprises operating in groups were presented. Then they were related to the appropriate
assets and liabilities that had the significant impact on the level of profitability and financial liquidity,
i.e., short-term receivables, short-term liabilities, inventories and the operating cycle.

In the case of the purchasing groups, the greatest benefits they obtained through the economies of
scale concerned:

• reduction of costs in the item value of materials, goods at purchase price,
• attractive trade credit and the possibility of creating a competitive policy of managing receivables

from customers. By obtaining a long period of payment of obligations towards the producer (the
funds are paid into the account of the central unit), it is possible to extend the trade credits to the
recipients. Today, when the prices of services and goods are at a similar level, an attractive trade
loan allows retaining existing customers and gaining new ones,

• the use of additional discounts for early payment of liabilities. Very often companies receive an
additional discount for a quick, early payment. This discount is particularly important for the
company financial results and financial liquidity. It allows one to further reduce costs in the item
value of goods sold at purchase price, which increases profits which, in the form of financial
resources, improve financial liquidity.

In a similar way, using a regression model, the existence and specificity of possible relationships
between the cycles of receivables, liabilities and inventories, as well as belonging to GPO and the
profitability ratio will be examined.

The dependent variable of the regression model was profitability, and the independent variables:
The length of the receivables, liabilities and inventories cycles and the dichotomous factor—Affiliation
to the GPO. Additionally, interactions between membership in the GPO and the length of receivables,
liabilities and inventories cycles were taken into account.

The model explains quite well the variability of ROS among the surveyed companies (R2 = 64.9%).
The most important conclusions can be summarized in the following points:

• when controlling the length of financial cycles, no statistically significant difference has been found
in the level of profitability of companies with GPO and independent companies (p = 0.1918)—This
means that if you compare companies with GPO and independent companies with a similar
length of financial cycles, they also have a similar profitability;

• extending the inventory cycle by one day results, on average, in reducing profitability by
0.033 (ppt)—This impact is statistically significant (p = 0.0338 *) and occurs regardless of the
company’s affiliation to GPOs (insignificant interaction group × inventory turnover ratio);

• the length of receivables cycles is statistically significant only in interaction with the company’s
affiliation to GPO (p = 0.0291 *)—Among companies with GPO, along with an increase in the
length of receivables cycles by one day, ROS increases (on average by 0.038 ppt, and among
independent companies, the increase receivables cycle causes a decrease in ROS (on average by
0.052 ppt);

• it is similar for the length of the liability cycle (p = 0.0076 **), but here in the group of companies
with GPO, one can observe a decrease in ROS along with the extension of the liability cycle
(by 0.042 ppt per one day of the cycle extension of liabilities), and among stand-alone companies
an increase in ROS (on average by 0.024 ppt).

Companies within GPOs, thanks to the scale of purchases, obtain favourable trade credit.
This allows them to gain new contractors through the offer of an attractive trade loan. This policy
increases the turnover of receivables from customers within days, however, it translates into an
increase in sales and sales profitability. As confirmed by the results in Table 2. The GPO commitment
management policy consists of three stages at which the companies operating in GPO receive additional
benefits. The most important element of this policy is the possibility of obtaining an additional discount
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for an early payment. The scale effect allows the purchasing group’s central unit to negotiate with
producers. The result of these negotiations is an attractive price and a trade credit. The length of the
trade credit is the first important information received by companies operating in GPOs. The extended
maturity of the trade credit has a large impact on the profitability of enterprises, as they obtain the
cheapest source of financing their activities, which are liabilities to suppliers. Importantly, it is the
so-called non-interest source of financing because very often in the case of late payment the recipient
does not charge penalty interest, especially to regular partners. Thus, the enterprise, thanks to the
long-term trade loan, does not have to finance its operations with an expensive bank loan. The long-term
payment of liabilities to suppliers makes the receivables management policy with regard to trade credits
more attractive, which should attract new contractors who will increase the sales level and margin.

Table 2. Results for regression model with ROS as a dependent variable.

Effects
ROS (Return on Sales) [%]

R2 = 64.9% F = 14.9 p = 0.0000 ***

B p ß

Group (GPO vs. independent) 1.938% 0.1918 0.757
Receivables turnover ratio 0.008% 0.7443 0.058
Liabilities turnover ratio −0.009% 0.4377 −0.126
Inventory turnover ratio −0.033% 0.0338 * −0.254

Group × receivables turnover ratio 0.045% 0.0291 * 1.361
Group × liabilities turnover ratio −0.033% 0.0076 ** −1.177
Group × inventory turnover ratio −0.016% 0.2867 −0.508

B—regression coefficient, p—assessment of statistical significance. ß—standardized regression coefficient. *, **, and
*** denotes statistical significance of effects or whole model (respectively at level p < 0.05; p < 0.01 and p < 0.001).
Source: author’s calculations and studies.

The second benefit resulting from an efficient policy of managing liabilities in purchasing groups
is an additional discount for an early payment. In the case of GPO, if there is an additional discount,
it is basically always used. If such a possibility arises, the central unit makes advance payment,
which translates into a low price of the goods purchased. The use of discounts has a very large impact
on the increase in the profitability level. However, it results in shortening the deadlines for paying
liabilities and a decrease in their share in financing the entity. The fast rotation of liabilities in days
for the environment is a clear signal that this company has no financial problems. It is a sign for
the environment that it is worth cooperating and trading with such an enterprise. The decrease in
the level of liabilities negatively affects the real financial liquidity, as short-term liabilities decrease
in liabilities and cash in hand in current assets. Thus, most liquid assets are lost. The last benefit
resulting from the impact of GPO on liabilities is an additional bonus. It is a reward for completing the
appropriate level of purchase of goods, materials or products. It depends on the turnover and has a
large impact on the level of the company’s operating costs. This premium means an even lower price
for subsequent purchased goods, materials that will be reduced with subsequent deliveries. There may
also be corrections to previous invoices, which lower the prices of purchased products and materials.
This premium also has a big impact on profitability.

The possibility of obtaining the presented benefits leads to a low rotation of liabilities towards
suppliers in days compared to independent companies, which is presented in Table 3 The analysis was
also enriched with a comparison of the rotation of liabilities towards suppliers.

The analysis was enriched with a comparison of the average results regarding the indicators of
liabilities towards suppliers in days.

The results presented in Table 3 clearly indicate that companies operating in GPOs intentionally
pursue a policy aimed at quick payment of liabilities in order to obtain additional loans and bonuses
for early payment of liabilities.
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The relationship between liquidity and efficiency (on the one hand) and profitability (on the other
hand) were investigated using the linear correlation coefficient. The analysis was conducted separately
for companies with GPO and independent companies. The results for the entire group are also given.
The detailed results are shown in Table 4.

Table 3. Rotation of liabilities to suppliers for the enterprises analysed (2016–2019).

Rotation of
Liabilities
Towards

Suppliers in
Days

Group

p
GPO

(N = 46)
Independent Enterprises

(N = 25)

Mean Me Std.
Dev. Min Max Mean Me Std.

Dev. Min Max

Rotation of
Liabilities
Towards

Suppliers in
Days

60.4 57.1 25.8 41.4 117.06 103.2 110.7 33.2 34.5 120.3 0.0000 **

p value was calculated using the Mann-Whitney test. ** denotes statistical significance of difference between groups
(respectively at level p < 0.05; p < 0.01 and p < 0.001); Source: author’s calculations and studies.

Table 4. An analysis of the relationship between liquidity, efficiency and profitability in the
surveyed enterprises.

Financial Indexes

Group

GPO Independent Enterprises Total

ROS (Return on Sales) [%]

Operating cycle [days] 0.04 (p = 0,7840) −0.16 (p = 0.4780) −0.11 (p = 0.3711)

Current financial liquidity ratio 0.45 (p = 0.0033 **) −0.27 (p = 0.2209) 0.56 (p = 0.0000 ***)

p value was calculated using the Mann-Whitney test. ** and *** denotes statistical significance of difference between
groups (respectively at level p < 0.05; p < 0.01 and p < 0.001); Source: author’s calculations and studies.

There was no statistically significant relationship in any group between the operating cycle and
profitability. The relationship was found between the profitability of sales and financial liquidity.
The results of the analyses are illustrated in the scatter charts Figure 5.
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The analysis was enriched with a comparison of average results regarding sales revenues, operating
costs and ratios of liabilities to suppliers on days. The details are presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Net revenues from sales and operating expenses for the analysed enterprises (2016–2019).

Financial
Variables
[mln PLN]

Group

p
GPO

(N = 46)
Independent Enterprises

(N = 25)

Mean Me Std.
Dev. Min Max Mean Me Std.

Dev. Min Max

Net revenues
from sales 57.0 32.7 64.5 5.3 331.8 18.9 12.9 28.4 2.2 148.7 0.0000 ***

Operating
expenses 52.4 26.9 61.7 5.1 313.3 17.4 11.7 27.0 1.3 140.3 0.0001 ***

p value was calculated using the Mann-Whitney test. *** denotes statistical significance of difference between groups
(respectively at level p < 0.05; p < 0.01 and p < 0.001); Source: author’s calculations and studies.

Enterprises operating in GPOs have a significantly higher level of costs and revenues (p value for
both comparisons is below 0.001). The distribution of both compared financial values is characterized
by right-hand asymmetry (both in GPOs and in independent companies), which can be seen on the
basis of the comparison of means and medians. Therefore, the median is a better measure of the
average level of costs and revenues.

While analysing the results concerning the volume of sales revenues and costs, statistically
significant differences were observed in the averages calculated for both groups of enterprises.
The units operating in GPOs achieve a much higher level of sales revenues and operating costs.
The higher the sales revenues, the stronger the position of the central unit in negotiations with
contractors. High sales revenues mean high margins and profits. This is confirmed by the results
concerning the profitability of sales presented in Table 1. It is also worth noting in the case of purchasing
groups a significantly higher difference between the results of the average for sales revenues and
operating costs compared to entities operating independently on the market.

In the case of purchasing groups, an increase in turnover means an increase in profitability.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

There are many studies in the literature where the authors argue that profitability cannot improve
with increasing liquidity [22–27,35]. In general, companies are either highly liquid or profitable. It is
difficult to find a strategy that would achieve high profitability and liquidity. Purchasing groups allow
reducing costs, and cooperation and trust enable companies to operate within the purchasing group to
improve safety.

The analysis showed that in GPOs there is a statistically significant relationship (p = 0.0033 **)
with average strength (r = 0.45) between financial liquidity and profitability. Higher financial
liquidity is a factor contributing to higher profitability—Although, as already mentioned, it is not a
strong relationship.

Such a relationship is undoubtedly a novelty in the field of research on financial liquidity and
profitability. It is particularly important for industries that are developing in the market. It allows
building financial security, and at the same time generating profits, which will certainly build a strong
competitive position in the market in the future. Based on the previous results (Table 2) and the
following research implication, it can be stated that the Hypothesis 1 is confirmed. The research
has shown that in the case of commercial enterprises operating in the sector related to renewable
energy, functioning within the industry GPO allows high profitability and financial liquidity. There is
a dependency that the liquidity increases with the growth in profitability. Until now, the authors in
their research indicated that liquidity in units as profitability increases or vice versa.
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This is due to the specificity of industry purchasing groups. Industry purchasing groups take
advantage of the economies of scale, which significantly reduces costs. In addition, the introduction of
the central warehouse in GPO allows obtaining benefits not only for the central unit, but also for all
participants of a given group. The central warehouse allows companies operating in GPO to place
an order quickly and replenish the missing range at a better price compared to the prices offered by
producers. Stock replenishment from the GPP warehouse has a positive effect on profitability.

This is confirmed by the profitability results of the enterprises analysed, where significantly higher
results are obtained by enterprises operating in industry purchasing groups.

Working together in GPOs also means getting beneficial trade credits that allow one to take
advantage of additional discounts. The discounts obtained mean an increase in cash, which allows
improving financial security. The cooperation enables participants of purchasing groups to use the
finances of a central unit or another company in the event of problems. These transactions can be
referred to as mutual transactions.

One cannot disagree with the authors who claim that the financial security of GPOs is based on
trust within the group [27,55,57]. Only cooperating companies within the group can improve their
financial results and optimize the level of financial liquidity.

In the case of enterprises operating in the sector related to renewable energy, which is only just
developing in Poland, functioning in industry purchasing groups seems to be the optimal solution.
The energy industry is an industry for specific customers in Poland closely related to the construction
industry, in which many bankruptcies have been observed in recent years. Therefore, it is very risky
to rely on this group of contractors and GPOs provide a certain security for the continuity of the
functioning of enterprises that trade in Poland in equipment related to the renewable energy sector.

5.1. Finding and Implications

The results of research confirm that accession to the purchasing group translates into better financial
performance of the organizations. This is due to the fact that a purchasing group usually provides
additional power to the members of the group in their negotiations with suppliers. Consequently,
members should get more favourable conditions than those they would have obtained individually [58].
However, a purchasing group also constitutes an additional link in the supply chain and its objectives
could go contrary to those of some of its members [63–66]. This is why organisations considering
joining a purchasing group should analyse this option strategically, in order to correctly assess the
potential long-term benefits [42]. Therefore, when joining a purchasing group, organizations should
be aware that, on the one hand, they receive benefits in the form of economies of scale, on the other
hand, they may lose some of their sovereignty. Due to the very limited number of articles on the
topic under study, it can be concluded that the findings of the study have a range of implications for
managers, who will be able to more consciously make decisions about switching to a purchasing group
and predict more accurately what profits they can gain from it.

5.2. Limitations and Future Research

This study’s limitations include the country context in which our data was solicited, the size of our
sample, and the industry context. To this end, the results are not generalizable globally but are valid
and reliable for future studies and continuation of this field of research. Another limiting factor may
be the methodological side of research. As for the selection of companies for the analysis it was limited
by the availability of data. When analysing the data, it was assumed that the companies that did not
disclose their data (the authors asked all GPOs companies for them) do not differ significantly in terms
of financial results from the companies from which the data was obtained. According to the authors,
the sizes of the compared groups are not very small (46 and 25 cases), in statistics, groups of at least
30 cases are conventionally considered “large”, so here we are very close to this condition. The authors
are aware that increasing the sample size would have a positive effect on the value of work. Always,
the fuller the data, the better. On the other hand, the results of statistical tests—as we know—depend
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on the sample size in such a way that the smaller the size of the compared groups, the more difficult it
is to obtain statistically significant differences. The small size of the groups (except for really extreme
cases) does not affect the reliability of the statistical test results. Therefore, undertaking the analysis
of small groups is really risky on the part of the researcher, while the fact of obtaining statistically
significant differences and relationships for a small sample is somewhat more valuable than for large
samples. The authors are also aware that some of the differences between GPOs and stand-alone
companies may be apparent. However, during the statistical analysis of the data held, no results
appeared that would indicate this in any way.

Despite these limitations, however, the presented research offers a relatively new perspective on
the quantitative analysis of GPO. It can serve as one of the starting points for a more in-depth analysis
of the financial situation in purchasing groups. The authors hope that the research directions initiated
in the article will be continued. It seems particularly important to compare the obtained results with
organizations forming purchasing groups in Western Europe and other industries.
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